• CY20 **Topic Submission & Review Cycle** Dates:
  - **24 Apr (extended):** Deadline to **Submit Research Topics** for FY21 Research Consideration
  - **10 Apr:** **Initial Research Estimate Form (IREF) Submission** for FY21 Cycle Opens
  - TBD: **Virtual REF Submission Process Info Sessions**
  - **21-23 Apr:** Virtual **Naval Research Working Group (NRWG) 20 - Join Us!**
  - **26 Apr:** **Topic Submission** for FY22 Cycle Opens
  - **24 May:** Deadline for **Faculty to Submit an IREF** for FY21 Funding Consideration
  - **27 May:** Deadline for **Dean/Supervisor to Approve/Disapprove FY21 IREFs**
  - **03 Jun:** Deadline for **Research Topic Sponsor to Approve/Disapprove FY21 IREFs**
  - **08 Jun:** NRP Distributes IREF Package to **Topic Sponsor Leads** for Review & Prioritization
  - **08 Jul:** Deadline for **Topic Sponsor Leads** to Submit FY21 IREF Prioritization to the NRP
  - **22 Jul (tentative):** FY21 joint Navy and Marine **Topics Review Board (TRB) Meeting**
  - **29 Jul:** NRP Distributes FY21 IREF Package to N10 for **BA6 Funding Applicability** Review
  - **31 Jul:** Review Board FY21 Research Candidate **PIs** Selection Results Notification
  - **04 Sep:** Deadline for N10 to Review FY21 IREFs for **BA6 Funding Applicability**
  - **30 Sep:** Deadline for **PIs** to complete **Quarterly Interim Progress Review (IPR)**
  - **23 Sep:** Deadline for FY21 Candidate **PIs** to Submit **Research Proposal Packages**
  - **01 Oct:** Deadline for FY21 **PIs** to Complete **Required Annual NPS PI Training**
  - **14 Oct:** Deadline for **PIs** to Submit **FY20 NRP End of Project Deliverables**
  - **TBD (Oct):** FY21 Funded Projects Earliest Start Date (Accounts Setup)
  - **31 Dec:** Deadline for **PIs** to complete **Quarterly Interim Progress Review (IPR)**